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Gas Cooling or Surface Cooling?

There is ongoing discussion within Europe and the USA around methods of 
applying water to best effect, when approaching compartment fires, for both gas 
cooling and surface cooling purpose. It is recognised over the past  years that 3D 
gas cooling has been difficult to teach, and adequate skill levels are challenging to 
maintain without regular training exposures.

In contrast, the methods associated with boundary surface (walls and ceiling) 
cooling are considered far easier to teach but also demonstrate greater cooling 
capacity when controlling the fire environment, both on the approach route and 
within the fire compartment itself. The following research is an example of how 
application methods are changing, and firefighter safety is seen to be increased.
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Compartment Firefighting Review

‘Opinions differ when it comes to the question of how to approach the seat of a fire that 
cannot be reached directly with the extinguishing agent, making it necessary for firefighters 
to progress through hot smoke. In the Netherlands, the '3D pulse method' (Appendix 1) is 
used as a smoke cooling technique. Instructors have noticed that this method is difficult to 
learn, requires a lot of practice and training and is rarely performed correctly. 

There is also evidence that the pulse method is seldom applied in practice. The general 
impression among the fire service community is that it is too complicated and should be 
simplified. Previous field experiments with smoke cooling showed that the 3D pulse method 
can jeopardize the fire attack team since, although the smoke gases are cooled locally, they 
can heat up again behind the fire attack team. This can cause the team members to become 
trapped, as it were’

‘3D Gas Cooling is rarely performed correctly’
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‘Arc’ surface cooling offers greater effect

‘More information on other possible smoke cooling methods which are also 
effective, and which are easier to learn is also required. Consequently, this research 
compares the 3D pulse method used in the Netherlands to the arc method (Surface 
Cooling) commonly used in the United States of America. 

These methods are compared for both high pressure and low-pressure systems. 
Because some Dutch fire brigades are equipped with CAFS ‘OneSeven’
(Compressed Air Foam System), where foam is applied to the walls and ceiling, this 
extinguishing system has been included in this research as well. The effectiveness 
of the door procedure (Appendix 1) was also investigated’.

Easier to teach and use correctly and more effective
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UK Water Stream Dispersion and Direct Attack

The principles involved in boundary or surface cooling, effective water dispersion 
onto walls and ceilings, and direct attack at the fire base using trimmed or solid 
straight streams is a strategy that disappeared in the UK during the late 1990s. 
However, National Guidance is demonstrating support for such a firefighting 
approach, and the ‘Arc’ methodology explained in the Dutch Brandweer research is 
about to make a return as an alternative approach in the UK fire service.

This is also quite timely, as UK rising fire main standards are considering updates to 
reflect the tactical need for twin outlets at every floor level (in support of firefighter 
physiology and tactical requirements for safety jets), 150mm mains, and solid 
stream branch nozzles at height demonstrating more appropriate ‘K’ Factors, but 
still using 51mm hose as per BDAG 2004. 
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Purpose-built test structure

The experiments were carried out in purpose-built 

structure at the Troned training centre for professional 

emergency services at Twente Airport in the Netherlands.

The L-shaped building has a 20-metre long, 2.5 metre high 

and 2-metre-wide corridor. The corridor is constructed of 

sand-lime bricks (walls) and concrete hollow-core slabs 

(roof). Halfway down the corridor there is a safety door to 

the outside. The short part of the L is a modified steel 

shipping container in which the fuel was placed. This fire 

room, the total dimensions of which are 2.4 x 2.4 metres, 

has four doors and a sliding hatch (approx. 0.4 x 0.6 m) for 

ventilation. A 50-cm draft stop was installed over the doors 

of the corridor.





30 metre residential corridors in UK buildings

I have written for years about wind driven corridor fires, and how firefighters may be 
exposed to great risk as fire intensity and velocity is doubled by a > 20-mph wind. 
Multiples of firefighters have been killed by such fires (all reported in my books) 
including eight firefighters in Leningrad (St.Petersburgh) in 1991 (Fog Attack p192-3).

In 2001 four firefighters in Kent (UK) were almost overcome by the speed of a 22-mph 
wind driven fire chasing them along a corridor. The fire went on to burn though three 
30-minute fire doors in less than 10 minutes.

It is here, in the 30-metre residential corridors faced by UK firefighters, where high-flow 
surface cooling (wall-ceiling-wall) stream applications will outperform 3D gas cooling 
methods of approach.

Require an efficient and safer approach
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The UK Smoke Control Guide in comparison

There are no standard methods for determining the 

safety conditions for fire service personnel as there 

are for casualties. The radiation part of the FED 

heat method was used to develop a formula for 

determining exposure(Appendix 8 Safety of fire 

service personnel).

This formula is based on the exposure to heat 

radiation according to the following tolerance

(Brandweeracademie, 2016):

• Maximum radiation load of 3 kW/m2 for 20 

minutes

• Maximum radiation load of 4.6 kW/m2 for 5 

minutes

A FED of 1.0 is reached for both tolerances with the 

developed formula. The radiation measured at a 

height of 1.5 m was used to determine the actual 

exposure. This height can be considered the 

maximum height (top of the helmet) when 

progressing through the corridor in a crouched 

position.

SCA 

Guide UK

Dutch 

Research

Firefighter Safety as Maximum permissible radiation load



6-8 MW Baseline fire for all tests

One base scenario was applied to all experiments:

A major fire in a living room (6 – 8 MW) where the door from the fire room 

to the corridor is open, smoke is flowing into the adjoining corridor and the 

front door to the residence is open; no fire attack. 

This base scenario (the baseline measurement) was carried out twice 

(experiments 18 and 19, see table 1.2). The fire attack team was deployed 

during the other experiments, and they used different fire extinguishing 

systems and attack methods (see section 1.4 of the report (linked in this 

presentation).
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3D Gas Cooling .v. Surface cooling Arc method

Cooling effect in a 20-metre corridor towards the fire
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‘The research focused 

exclusively on smoke cooling 

methods using low pressure, 

high pressure and CAFS 

OneSeven. The 3D pulse 

method for smoke cooling as 

contained in the teaching and 

study material was carried 

out during the field 

experiments and compared to 

the arc method. The arc 

method is an American 

method which has led to good 

results there’. 
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‘The purpose of this research 

is to determine how, and to 

what extent, different smoke

cooling methods (the 3D 

pulse method and arc 

method) affect conditions in 

a space containing a hot 

smoke layer (i.e. decrease 

temperature and energy), 

the seat of the fire, the 

safety of firefighters and any 

casualties while progressing 

to the seat of a fire in a 

dynamic smoke layer’







Firefighting water – 10 MW fire
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When water goes up in smoke

Fire Service Brandweer Academy (2021). Experimental research into the effect of the 3D pulse method and the arc 

(surface cooling) method on smoke cooling Arnhem: IFV.

‘When water goes up in smoke’
Experimental research into the effect of the 3D pulse method

and the arc method on smoke cooling 2021

https://nipv.nl/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/20211207-BA-When-water-goes-up-in-smoke.pdf

‘Smoke cooling and nozzle techniques’
A Literature Study 2022

https://nipv.nl/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/20220925-NIPV-Smoke-cooling-and-nozzle-
techniques.pdf

Research into the effect of the 3D pulse method

and the arc (surface cooling) method on smoke cooling
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https://nipv.nl/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/20211207-BA-When-water-goes-up-in-smoke.pdf
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnipv.nl%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F10%2F20220925-NIPV-Smoke-cooling-and-nozzle-techniques.pdf&data=05%7C02%7Cpaul.grimwood%40kent.fire-uk.org%7C7902c17c208742695af908dc49929a19%7C2bd1b71251b14e0ea3b481bfa47b30c3%7C0%7C0%7C638466141365124152%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=M5luugGDZJOeV0aIH4m%2FEPvsw%2FnVlzB%2Fbd5qtuW%2BPks%3D&reserved=0
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnipv.nl%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F10%2F20220925-NIPV-Smoke-cooling-and-nozzle-techniques.pdf&data=05%7C02%7Cpaul.grimwood%40kent.fire-uk.org%7C7902c17c208742695af908dc49929a19%7C2bd1b71251b14e0ea3b481bfa47b30c3%7C0%7C0%7C638466141365124152%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=M5luugGDZJOeV0aIH4m%2FEPvsw%2FnVlzB%2Fbd5qtuW%2BPks%3D&reserved=0
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